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ABSTRACT 
An increasingly important application of remote sensing is to provide decision 
support during emergency response and disaster management efforts. Land cover maps 
constitute one such useful application product during disaster events; if generated rapidly 
after any disaster, such map products can contribute to the efficacy of the response effort. 
In light of recent nuclear incidents, e.g., after the earthquake/tsunami in Japan (2011), our 
research focuses on constructing rapid and accurate land cover maps of the impacted area 
in case of an accidental nuclear release. The methodology involves integration of results 
from two different approaches, namely coarse spatial resolution multi-temporal and fine 
spatial resolution imagery, to increase classification accuracy. Although advanced 
methods have been developed for classification using high spatial or temporal resolution 
imagery, only a limited amount of work has been done on fusion of these two remote 
sensing approaches. 
The presented methodology thus involves integration of classification results from 
two different remote sensing modalities in order to improve classification accuracy. The 
data used included RapidEye and MODIS scenes over the Nine Mile Point Nuclear 
Power Station in Oswego (New York, USA). The first step in the process was the 
construction of land cover maps from freely available, high temporal resolution, low 
spatial resolution MODIS imagery using a time-series approach. We used the variability 
in the temporal signatures among different land cover classes for classification. The time 
series-specific features were defined by various physical properties of a pixel, such as 
variation in vegetation cover and water content over time. The pixels were classified into 
four land cover classes - forest, urban, water, and vegetation - using Euclidean and 
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Mahalanobis distance metrics. On the other hand, a high spatial resolution commercial 
satellite, such as RapidEye, can be tasked to capture images over the affected area in the 
case of a nuclear event. This imagery served as a second source of data to augment 
results from the time series approach. The classifications from the two approaches were 
integrated using an a posteriori probability-based fusion approach. This was done by 
establishing a relationship between the classes, obtained after classification of the two 
data sources. Despite the coarse spatial resolution of MODIS pixels, acceptable 
accuracies were obtained using time series features. The overall accuracies using the 
fusion-based approach were in the neighborhood of 80%, when compared with GIS data 
sets from New York State. This fusion thus contributed to classification accuracy 
refinement, with a few additional advantages, such as correction for cloud cover and 
providing for an approach that is robust against point-in-time seasonal anomalies, due to 
the inclusion of multi-temporal data.  
We concluded that this approach is capable of generating land cover maps of 
acceptable accuracy and rapid turnaround, which in turn can yield reliable estimates of 
crop acreage of a region. The final algorithm is part of an automated software tool, which 
can be used by emergency response personnel to generate a nuclear ingestion pathway 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
Remote sensing data providers, scientists, algorithm specialists, and disaster 
response agencies often collaborate to develop effective ways to prevent and respond to a 
variety of disaster scenarios and provide associated relief measures. Remote sensing and 
geographic information systems (GIS) are among many tools available today for disaster 
management efforts, which contribute to making many disaster response efforts more 
efficient. For example, remote sensing can be used to rapidly generate land cover maps 
for assisting emergency response personnel with resource deployment decisions and 
impact assessments. But, despite the presence of numerous satellites with varying spatial, 
temporal, spectral, and radiometric resolutions, none of them have been solely designed 
for the purpose of observing disasters or natural hazards (Nirupama, 2002). 
In light of recent disaster events at the Fukushima nuclear power facility in Japan, 
caused by the earthquake and associated tsunami of 2011, there has been an increased 
awareness of the problem of managing a major radiological release on the part of 
emergency response agencies. The accurate mapping of the “ingestion exposure 
pathway”, which refers to the area affected by the deposition of radionuclides on crops, 
other vegetation (such as pasture and animal feed), bodies of surface water, and ground 
surfaces, is among the most critical issues. In other words, a nuclear ingestion pathway or 
simply a nuclear plume, is the area surrounding a nuclear facility site (usually with a 
radius of approximately 15-20 km) that has been subjected to radioactive exposure (for 
example, see Figure 1.1). This nuclear fallout has obvious consequences for natural 
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resource usage and food ingestion by humans (New York State Radiological Emergency 
Planning, 2010). Emergency managers need up-to-date inventories of crops, vegetation, 
open water, and drainage features in an affected area to determine the impact of a release. 
Information on the acreage, type, and geographic distribution of the affected areas will 
drive decision-making relative to the response; this information also provides a 
quantitative basis for economic impact assessment. 
Remotely sensed imagery, based on aircraft- or satellite-based sensors with 
sufficient spatial and spectral resolution, can potentially be used to accurately map and 
discriminate crop/ground cover types, open water bodies, and impervious surfaces 
(runoff) (Vinciková et al., 2010). This land cover classification is an important remote 
sensing or geospatial product and is typically derived based on spatial, spectral, or 
temporal characteristics of individual or grouped pixels (Lu and Weng, 2007). The 
resultant accurate and timely produced land cover maps can provide essential information 
during and after a regional, national, or a global scale disaster. In this study, we focus on 
deriving accurate land cover maps to identify the impacted area in the case of an 
accidental nuclear release. 
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Figure 1.1 An example of a nuclear ingestion pathway from the Nine Mile Point Nuclear Power Plant, 
Oswego, NY, which shows the area effected by a hypothetical nuclear fallout. 
 
Remote sensing of the ingestion exposure pathway requires imaging a large area 
in a timely fashion. The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), in their 
Ingestion Pathway Exercise (2000), reported that an affected area may be tens of 
thousands to several hundred thousand hectares. A typical airborne mapping system (one 
aircraft and sensor) can cover approximately 200-250 km
2
 per day (weather permitting) 
(personal communication - Kucera International Inc.). Aircraft operations are flexible and 
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can be launched at virtually anytime, weather permitting; however, aircraft operations do 
need to be mobilized for an event, which may require a day or more of planning and 
deployment from wherever the system is based and as stated before, is limited in terms of 
aerial coverage. Another significant challenge for aircraft data acquisition is that an 
ongoing radiological incident may preclude the safe operation of manned air assets, 
especially near the reactor site or for any extended period of time. 
High spatial resolution commercial satellites have the potential to rapidly cover 
large areas. For example, a satellite can cover hundreds of square kilometers in a single 
pass as can be observed from specification of various satellite sensors (Satellite Imaging 
Corporation). Satellites are also not restricted by hazards in the affected area. In the case 
of a catastrophe, with an increasing number of available high spatial resolution satellites 
such as Quickbird, IKONOS, RapidEye, etc., any number of satellites could be tasked to 
acquire images of the affected area. Most high spatial resolution imaging satellites are in 
a state of continuous readiness and can be tasked within minutes or hours (Gillespie et 
al., 2007). However, there are potential limitations due to orbital geometry and weather. 
For example, it may be several days before a satellite’s ground track passes over a 
particular location or the ground track may not be well aligned with the plume area. High 
clouds that would not impact airborne operations, on the other hand, would render 
satellite imaging ineffective and result in another waiting period before the next pass. 
In addition, land cover classification based on a single image is potentially less 
accurate and more challenging to derive, given the occurrence of poor weather 
conditions, e.g., cloud cover, or the spatial and spectral limitations of the sensor (Robin et 
al., 2005; Knight et al., 2006). To overcome such limitations, the approach adopted in 
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this research involves the fusion of classification results from two satellite image sources 
- a single date, high spatial resolution, multi-spectral image and coarse spatial resolution, 
high temporal resolution, freely available imagery over the same area. We used a 
RapidEye image for the high spatial resolution multi-spectral classification; the presence 
of the red edge band in the RapidEye band set has made this sensor a useful resource for 
vegetation-related applications. For example, Tapsall et al. (2010), Kim et al. (2011), and 
Sousa et al. (2012) have analyzed the use of RapidEye images for a variety of natural 
resource applications. Details of the RapidEye satellite constellation are listed in the 
methods section. 
Several studies also have been conducted in the past to assess the appropriate 
spatial resolution for classification, most notably the work by Atkinson and Curran 
(1997). Other authors also found that the best classification results can be achieved for a 
specific land cover class by using a particular combination of resolution and algorithm; 
however, it is hard to achieve the best results for all classes using just a single 
combination of a resolution and an algorithm (Marceau et al., 1994; Ponzoni et al., 
2002). It thus stands to reason that the strategy of integrating class maps at two different 
resolutions can be regarded as a necessary component in the process of land cover 
mapping. This is underscored by a large number of fusion-based image classification 
methods that exist in the literature, all of which use the combination of several sources of 
information with the basic aim of augmenting and increasing the reliability of 
classification results. The final objective of this research was to augment the 
classification results obtained from high spatial resolution multi-spectral imagery using 
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coarse spatial resolution time series imagery. Note: In order to facilitate discussion, the 
term “resolution” will be assumed to imply “spatial resolution” from this point forward. 
In the following subsections, we will discuss various classification methods from 
the literature. For our application, multispectral, time-series, and fusion-based 
classification methods are reviewed. 
 
1.1. Multispectral Classification 
 
Radiance from the Earth’s surface is measured by a variety of satellite sensors and 
typically converted to approximate surface reflectance measurements, which in turn are 
used to extract information for specific surface targets, i.e., towards application of the 
acquired imagery to a specific problem. Image classification and segmentation into land 
cover, material, or object classes, are among the most important applications of remote 
sensing. Classification of any form of data can be broadly categorized into supervised and 
unsupervised approaches. In unsupervised methods, an algorithm is developed to group 
pixels with similar characteristics, while supervised approaches rely on a user to identify 
a sample of pixels of each class/cover type and use various signal processing algorithms 
to assign pixels from the image to class with the highest membership probability (Schott, 
2007). 
There are a number of algorithms that target the analysis of multispectral data. 
The traditional methods for image classification algorithms include K-means and 
ISODATA in the unsupervised classification category, while maximum likelihood 
classification is often used as a robust supervised classification approach. Such methods 
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can easily be applied through widely available image processing or statistical software 
packages (Xie et al., 2008). Artificial neural networks and fuzzy logic approaches for 
image classification and vegetation applications are also abundant in the literature, but 
often lack transparency (Zhang and Foody, 1998; Filipi and Jensen, 2006). Our goal was 
not to evaluate different classification approaches, but rather to focus on a novel multi-
temporal, multi-resolution approach based on established classification algorithms. A few 
examples of classification algorithms based on multispectral data are listed in Table 1.1. 
The reader therefore is referred to the in-depth review of various classification methods 
by Lu and Weng (2007). 
 
Table 1.1 Few examples of various multispectral image classification methods from the literature. 
Classification 
method 









SPOT 5 Accuracies around 
90% and 85%, 
respectively, for 
the two methods 
for crop 
classification 
Yang et al., 
2011 
Knowledge rule 
method based on 
spectral, textural 
and shape features 
Baijiatuan, 
Beijing which is 
a combination 
of suburban and 
urban lands 






















increase by 10% 






Particle Swarn Mysore, QuickBird 98% accuracy Omkar et 
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Classification 
method 






















of 93% and the 
method does not 













of 78 %, but it 
depends on the 









QuickBird Better results than 
the classical per-
pixel classifier, 
with accuracies of 
90% 
Myint et al., 
2011 
 
We used two different classification techniques, based on spectral and temporal 
properties of different pixels, at various stages throughout the algorithm. The first was the 
minimum distance or the Euclidean distance classification, which calculates the spectral 
distance between the measurement vector for the candidate pixel and the mean vector for 
each class or signature. The candidate pixel is assigned to the class with the shortest 
distance. The main drawback with the minimum distance method is its inability to 
consider class variability/co-linearity. The second method was the Mahalanobis distance 
method, which is based on the correlation between the variables. It uses the mean and 
variance of signatures from different classes to estimate a statistical distance of the pixel 
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from the local class mean. The advantage with Mahalanobis distance method is the 
inclusion of class variability using the covariance matrix (Schott, 2007). 
The next section reviews relevant published articles on various methods, all of 
which use temporal information as input to the classification. 
 
1.2. Temporal Classification 
 
The second step in the multi-temporal, multi-resolution algorithm involved 
construction of a coarse-scale land cover map from freely available, high temporal 
resolution data using a time-series approach. Given the fact that most of the landmass 
worldwide is covered by vegetation (in particular consider our study area in Figure 1.2), 
the application of phenological differences through time series analysis of imagery could 
yield accurate land cover map (Knight et al., 2006). Such an approach is further 
facilitated by improved satellite revisit times (temporal resolution); multi-temporal data 
are now available which help to characterize objects based on their dynamic properties, in 
addition to their static spectral properties. 
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Figure 1.2 Land use map from USGS around the Nine Mile Point Nuclear Power Plant. In the radius of 10 
km around the plant, there are approximately 3600 hectares of agricultural lands. 
 
Recent studies on land cover classification increasingly have used multi-temporal 
remotely sensed data sets, e.g., Boles et al. (2004) achieved accuracies around 70% using 
the unsupervised ISODATA classification on SPOT-4 images over a temperate region in 
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east Asia. They also reported maximum misclassifications among the woody vegetation, 
grasslands, sparse vegetation and croplands classes. In another study, Sakamoto et al. 
(2005), determined different phenological stages of vegetation growth in terms of time in 
days, using maximum, minimum and inflection points from time profiles and obtained 
offset errors of approximately 10 days. An important conclusion was the presence of 
errors in phenological stages due to mixed pixels effects. Zhang et al. (2008) used a 
decision tree analysis on the time-series of MODIS images over North China Plain and 
reported a 75% accuracy. Most of these studies have commonly described the vegetation 
dynamics based on phenological variations over time. Researchers have exploited typical 
satellite vegetation indices, such as Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) and 
Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI), which are directly correlated with the green biomass, 
and are frequently used for studying land cover dynamics. In this study, time profiles 
from a number of spectral bands, along with derived vegetation indices, were used as 
temporal input data. Keeping all the requirements and constraints in view, the Moderate 
Resolution Imaging Spectro-radiometer (MODIS) time-series data were used for 
generating land cover maps at a coarse resolution. We therefore will discuss the methods 
and results of some more common methods where MODIS time series imagery was used 
for various forms for land cover classification. 
The use of temporal signatures of different classes as features for classification is 
a common approach while working with time profiles. For example, Gupta and Rajan 
(2010), used MODIS data over the Dharwad District in Karnataka, India, and applied 
dynamic time warping as a distance measure to form a curve matching scheme; the 
authors obtained accuracies of over 90%. However, their method was limited to just three 
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classes, namely forest, crop, and water. Similarly, class separability among specific crop 
types was investigated using the Jeffries-Matusita distance statistic, using MODIS EVI 
and NDVI data over Kansas State in USA (Wardlow et al., 2007). They concluded that 
NDVI and EVI exhibited a high correlation when used to describe vegetation cover. 
Another very common approach while working with temporal profiles, is the decision 
tree method. This was successfully applied by Zhang et al. (2008), by basing the decision 
nodes on the values of phenological features derived through time, but their approach was 
also dependent on other physical features, such as land surface temperature and surface 
slope. The work by Jönsson and Eklundh (2004) also deserves special mention – these 
authors developed a widely popular user algorithm and interface dubbed “TIMESAT”. 
The interface assists the user in describing the land dynamics by viewing the 
phenological variation of MODIS EVI time-series throughout the course of a year. 
Finally, among the more mathematically complicated methods, the back-propagation and 
fuzzy neural network approach, used for multi-temporal image classification, increased 
classification accuracies by 10-15%, when compared with conventional multi-temporal 
methods (Kushardono et al., 1995). However, most of these studies produce land cover 
maps at a lower resolution that lack definition of high spatial resolution features. 
In many of the previous studies, data in the form of vegetation indices from other 
satellites were also used for temporal analysis of land cover. For example, ISODATA 
classification using data from the SPOT sensor resulted in a maximum accuracy of 80%, 
while validating the results using a Landsat-derived land cover data (Boles et al., 2004). 
Similarly, Lhermitte et al. (2008) have applied hierarchical segmentation on the fast 
Fourier transform (FFT) components of the NDVI time-series of the SPOT Vegetation 
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sensor to describe the spatio-temporal features to analyze actual vegetation. They 
concluded that more multi-scale studies are crucial to get a better relationship between 
time-series data and the ecosystem they represent. This approach was also successfully 
demonstrated by Wen et al. (2010), who used MODIS EVI time-series over grasslands in 
Tibet, and obtained accuracies of approximately 68%. Kandrika and Roy (2008), on the 
other hand, evaluated the temporal spectral responses using the IRS-P6 (Resourcesat) 
dataset over eastern parts of India to classify land cover. The authors implemented a 
decision tree approach and obtained accuracies of 87%. Likewise, numerous other studies 
are present in the literature, all of which have used different sensor datasets in a temporal 
approach to achieve land cover maps. However, the majority of past studies have 
preferred approaches based on MODIS data for time-series analysis, because of a variety 
of reasons, e.g., improved atmospheric and cloud screening, consistent data availability, 
low cost (free), high temporal resolution (8-day and 16-day) and above all, the vast range 
of spectral and data products (Carrão et al., 2008). It should also be noted that most of the 
work involving time series data is focused on vegetation applications. Another very 
important application of time-series data is change detection, e.g., through filtering the 
MODIS NDVI time-series data, to obtain a 89% accuracy in change detection of new 
settlements in South Africa (Kleynhans et al., 2011). Lunetta et al. (2006), also 
evaluating vegetation spectral time series, achieved change detection accuracies of 88% 
while comparing discrete Fourier transformed time-series of MODIS NDVI data over 
Albemarle-Pamlico Estuary System in North Carolina. However, the question of which 
temporal features are useful for vegetation applications remains a critical consideration. 
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The issue of data redundancy when working with time series revolves around the 
large number of data channels or bands, with the majority of bands containing 
superfluous information (Chandola et al., 2010). This could in turn affect the 
performance of the classifier, due the Hughes phenomenon (Hsieh and Landgrebe, 1998). 
For practical reasons, the computational cost also increases with an increase in the feature 
space dimension. Thus, data reduction constitutes an important step when working with 
high dimensional time-series data (Carrão et al., 2008). As demonstrated successfully by 
Zhang et al. (2008) and Sakamoto et al. (2005), we used temporal attributes extracted 
from the time series as features for classification. Feature space data reduction relied on 
stepwise discriminant analysis, which has been widely used in the remote sensing 
community, e.g., for spectral band selection in hyperspectral images (Hochberg and 
Atkinson, 2000; Karimi et al., 2005; van Aardt and Rogers, 2008) or with other forms of 
datasets like feature reduction with light detection and ranging (lidar) (van Aardt et al., 
2011). It should also be noted that the selection of a suitable classification method is 
application dependent, while also varying with testing and training data and the number 
of classes. 
The third step in our algorithm was fusion of classification results from a single 
multispectral high resolution image and time-series coarse resolution image. The next 
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1.3. Fusion-based Classification 
 
Multi-sensor image fusion is among the fundamental tools of image processing 
and has gained more traction in land cover classification, mainly because of numerous 
limitations (spatial, spectral, or temporal) associated with individual satellite sensors. One 
of our objectives for this study was to increase land cover classification accuracy through 
image fusion, in contrast to single modality classification approaches. There are a variety 
of existing algorithms that focus on fusion of classification information from sensors with 
different spatial resolutions. The Bayesian approach for multi-scale land classification 
remains popular among fusion studies. For example, Robin et al. (2005) obtained 
accuracies >90%, when combining Bayesian theory with a linear mixture model. 
However, their approach was limited to images with resolution ratios of 15 and the 
method was only demonstrated using simulated images. In another Bayesian theory based 
approach, Storvik et al. (2005) used a reference resolution from the SPOT-5 sensor over 
downtown Paris to obtain an overall probability of correct classification of 88%. Kumar 
et al. (2011), in an enhancement to the Bayesian method, proposed a new technique 
which contrasts the most widely used Bayesian classifiers, by not assuming equal prior 
probabilities for all classes. Their method increased the land cover classification 
accuracies by 6% and 9% with IRS LISS-III MS and IKONOS data, respectively. 
However, the method increased the computational requirements and was not suitable for 
near-real time applications. 
Apart from a Bayesian approach, another notable effort was developed in the 
form of a workflow by Padula et al. (2011); here training data were derived from a coarse 
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resolution image to generate a classification map at the higher resolution. The authors 
used data from the Landsat 5 and MODIS sensors for purposes of training and validation, 
respectively. In other studies, neural networks were applied for classification of 
multisource datasets. Examples include Bruzzone et al. (1999), who applied Landsat 5 
and Synthetic Aperture Radar data into a single layer neural network and obtained errors 
<5%, and Liu et  al. (2001), who used an Adaptive Resonance Theory neural network on 
MODIS and Landsat TM, and predicted 80% of each classes within the 10% error bound. 
Yet another context-dependent method, in this case using a two-dimensional Hidden 
Markov Model for multi-resolution classification, was successfully demonstrated by Li et 
al. (2000). The biggest challenge in all of these multi-resolution approaches was the 
multi-to-single date spatial correspondence between low and high spatial resolution data. 
A collection of various image fusion methods has been compiled by Laporterie and 
Flouzat (2003). A probability-based approach to fusion therefore was chosen, based on 
these past results. 
Three probability-based strategies for multi-resolution classification were 
developed by Chen and Stow (2003). The first method is a simple process, which 
involves selection of features at all the resolution levels and applying the classification 
scheme to obtain the class maps (Figure 1.3). The second is a simple, but very effective 
bottom-up technique for integration of image classification maps at multiple spatial 
resolutions. This technique compares the a posteriori probabilities at different spatial 
resolutions, after which the class with highest probability is assigned those pixels that 
conformed to the probability conditions (Figure 1.4). The third method is a top-down 
approach, which is initiated at the coarse resolution, with higher resolution pixels only 
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used when necessary (Figure 1.5). The computation cost in the first method is very high, 
while with the third method, class decisions may be made in the absence of fine 
resolution information (Chen and Stow, 2003). In this study we therefore applied an 
approach similar to the second method, in order to combine the coarse spatial resolution 




Figure 1.3 Flowchart for the first fusion strategy, which combines layers of images of varying resolution 
and then classifies them (Chen and Stow, 2003). 
 
 
Figure 1.4 Flowchart for the second strategy on combination of various spatial resolutions (Chen and Stow, 
2003). This is a bottom-up approach where pixels are assigned to the class with highest posteriori 
probability at each resolution. 
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Figure 1.5 Flowchart for the third strategy from (Chen and Stow, 2003), which involves a top-down 
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1.4. Hypothesis and Objectives 
The in-depth literature review and associated outcomes from past studies have led 
to the development of the main hypothesis that land cover classification results can be 
improved in terms of overall and class-level accuracy through the fusion of coarse 
resolution time-series imagery and a high resolution multi-spectral image. This study 
has the associated three main objectives: 
1) Assess the utility of coarse spatial resolution multi-temporal MODIS satellite 
imagery for accurate land cover classification; 
2) Evaluate the classification efficacy of a fusion-based approach by integrating the 
classification maps from the multi-temporal analysis and a single date, high 
spatial resolution multispectral image classification; and 
3) Determine if land cover information products, to mainly map agriculture lands in 
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Chapter 2 Methodology 
 
This chapter describes the methodology used throughout the complete algorithm 
workflow, from time series classification to fusion of coarse spatial resolution time series 
outputs and high spatial resolution imagery classification. Firstly, we summarize the 
study area and list the data specification for the MODIS and RapidEye imagery used. The 
process starts by performing pre-processing on images from both remote sensing 
modalities. This is followed by the time series feature extraction and classification of the 
coarse spatial resolution MODIS images. Next, the high resolution multispectral single 
date RapidEye image is classified. Finally, a probability-based fusion is performed using 
the classification results from the two disparate modality methods, in order to generate 
land cover maps at high spatial resolution, while retaining the spatial, spectral, or 
temporal benefits from both the image sources in the final classification results. An error 
analysis is performed on the final classification results using the 2010 Cropland Data 
Layer Product from the U.S. Department of Agriculture and National Agricultural 
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2.1. Study Area 
 
Data from the MODIS Terra sensor were used for time-series analysis. The 
MODIS 250m Level-3 product (MOD13Q1) is comprised of the vegetation indices- 
NDVI and EVI, along with spectral bands for blue, red, near-infrared, and mid-wave 
infrared wavelengths (see Table 2.1). All the images are composited at 16-day intervals. 
The spectral and vegetation indices products were constructed from atmospherically 
corrected bi-directional surface reflectance. Time series of all the images were generated 
for five years, from July of 2005 to July of 2010, with each year contributing 23 images. 
In addition to this, two mosaicked high spatial resolution RapidEye images (5m), 
acquired in July of 2010, were used as a second source of data for the fusion approach. 
The MODIS and RapidEye images covered the area surrounding the Nine Mile 
Point Nuclear Power Plant in Oswego, NY. This region is diverse in terms of the number 
of crop types that are present. According to the Cropland Data Layer Product from the 
U.S. Department of Agriculture and National Agricultural Statistics Service, generated in 
2010, the study area boasts 58 crop types. In addition, there are vast land areas of 
woodlands, wetlands, shrub lands, and barren lands; moreover, a section of Lake Ontario 
was also a part of the image used. In terms of crops types, the acreage was dominated by 
Hay, Corn, Pasture grass, Soybeans and Fallow or Idle croplands. The images also 
covered large portions of urban areas with the towns of Oswego, Fulton, and northern 
parts of Syracuse. Validation of classification results was performed using the 2010 
Cropland Data Layer Product from the U.S. Department of Agriculture and National 
Agricultural Statistics Service. This dataset contains a land use map, as detailed as 58 
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specific crop types, at a spatial resolution of 30m (USDA-NASS, Cropland Data Layer 
Product, 2010). For validation purposes, this was re-sampled to the same spatial 
resolutions as the MODIS and RapidEye datasets. 
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2.2. Imagery Specifications 
Table 2.1 lists the specifications for the MODIS and RapidEye images. 
 
Table 2.1 Data specifications for the MODIS and RapidEye imagery. 
 MODIS RapidEye 
Spatial resolution 250 m 
 
5 m 
Spectral information red (620-670 nm) 
near-infrared (841-876 nm) 
 
blue (440-510 nm) 
green (520-590 nm) 
red (630-685 nm) 
red edge (690-730 nm) 
near-infrared (760-850 nm) 
Format HDF-EOS GeoTIFF 
Temporal resolution 16-day Daily 
Collection time July, 2005 - July, 2010 07-27-2010 
Projection Sinusoidal UTM 
 
2.3. Data Preprocessing 
 
Preprocessing constituted a critical step before any useful information could be 
extracted from the images. This processing was performed on both image sources, 
namely the time-series MODIS and high spatial resolution RapidEye imagery. The 
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MODIS data were originally obtained in the sinusoidal projection and therefore required 
a re-projection step into the UTM projection to ensure proper alignment with the 
RapidEye images. The re-projected data were spatially subset to the same extent as the 
RapidEye image, but the edges of the images were extended by a one-sided linear 
dimension of the minimum mapping unit (MMU). The MMU is the size of the smallest 
feature that can be distinguished at any particular spatial resolution. Improper definition 
of the MMU could lead to biased or underestimation of land cover classes (Saura, 2002). 
A MMU of 50 hectares was used, given the MODIS spatial resolution of 250m, in order 
to avoid any erroneous classifications at the edges (Herald, 2009). The image data were 
also converted from the HDF-EOS format to the GeoTIFF format, which is a more 
widely accepted image format among software suites. The MODIS Reprojection Tool 
(MRTWeb 2.0) was used for re-projection, subsetting, and conversion of the dataset. The 
MRTWeb is an open source tool for the MODIS data processing and analysis. 
On the other hand, RapidEye data were converted from digital numbers to top-of-
atmosphere reflectance values (see equation 2.1) (Naughton et al., 2011). The Digital 
Number (DN) of a pixel was converted into radiance by multiplying each DN by the 
radiometric scale factor. 
 
 
             
          




where, i is the number of the spectral bands, REF is the reflectance value, RAD is the 
radiance value, SunDist is the Earth-Sun distance at the day of acquisition in astronomical 
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units, EAI is the Exo-atmospheric irradiance, and SolarZenith is the solar zenith angle in 
degrees (=90
0
 – sun elevation). For RapidEye the EAI values for the 5 bands are 1997.8 
W/m
2
μm (blue), 1863.5 W/m
2
μm (green), 1560.4 W/m
2
μm (red), 1395.0 W/m
2
μm (red 
edge), and 1124.4 W/m
2
μm (near-infrared). 
 In addition to the above conversion, cloud detection was performed on the 
RapidEye imagery with an obvious expectation of improvement in classification 
accuracies. This was done using a band threshold analysis on the red spectrum. The cloud 
pixels were detected by comparing the DN values with a threshold value for the red band 
(Naughton et al., 2011). The threshold value, as estimated using trial and error method, 
was 17,500 units in digital numbers. The threshold method had numerous disadvantages, 
such as inability to detect haze, or “darker” or “small” clouds; moreover, bright features 
such as snow, ice or desert sand may be incorrectly classified as clouds. Despite these 
limitations, the cloud detection results were visually accurate and this method was used 
for its simplicity and low computational requirements. It is obvious that, should this 
processing workflow be adopted in future, the user would need to perform an interactive 
cloud removal via this or a similar procedure. 
 
2.4. Time Series Classification 
 
The MODIS time series images were used for obtaining classification maps at a 
coarser spatial resolution, but higher temporal resolution (approximately bi-weekly). Four 
different spectral bands - blue, red, near-infrared, and mid-infrared - were extracted from 
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the MODIS imagery. The pre-processing steps were performed to obtain corrected 
reflectance images, i.e., atmospherically corrected bi-directional surface reflectance that 
have been masked for water, clouds, heavy aerosols, and cloud shadows, which were 
used directly after processing with MRTWeb. 
Apart from the spectral bands, vegetation indices were also extracted to enhance 
the accuracy (broader class inclusion) and utility (defining vegetation classes) of the 
classification. The normalized vegetation index (NDVI) is the most commonly used 
vegetation index, used to represent photosynthetic activity or “greenness” in any form of 
vegetation. However, it has limitations such as being sensitive to within-pixel soil surface 
exposure and loss of sensitivity in presence of high cover or dense canopies (Huete et al., 
2002). Other indices, such as the enhanced vegetation index (EVI) and Soil Adjusted 
Vegetation Index (SAVI) were evaluated in order to overcome these limitations. EVI 
addresses the drawbacks of NDVI and also provides some additional advantages, such as 
correcting for canopy background signals, reducing the influence of atmospheric 
conditions on vegetation index values, and increasing the spectral sensitivity in areas with 
high biomass density. SAVI and Modified Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index 2 (MSAVI2), 
on the other hand, address the issues that NDVI has with areas with low vegetative cover 
and with sub-pixel exposed soil surfaces (Terrill, 1994). The entire set of vegetation 
indices therefore presents a variety of metrics and provides an extensive range of spectral 
information, while performing well for nearly all types of vegetation cover (Huete et al., 
2002). The equations for calculating these vegetation indices are listed below. 
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                                                
       
       
 (2.2) 
   
                                      
         
                      
 (2.3) 
   
                                        
       
         
       (2.4) 
   
                 
                                 
 
 (2.5) 
   
where, NIR is the near-infrared spectral reflectance, RED is the red spectral reflectance, 
BLUE is the blue spectral reflectance, L is the canopy background adjustment (L=1), and 
C1 and C2 are coefficients of the aerosol resistance term that uses the 500nm blue band of 
MODIS (Huete et al., 1999). 
The list of spectral bands and vegetation indices, used as input for time-series 
classification, included blue, red, near-infrared, and mid-infrared reflectances, as well as 
NDVI, EVI, SAVI, and MSAVI2 as indices. Each of the spectral bands and vegetation 
index data were organized in the form of a stack (Figure 2.3), where each 250m x 250m 
pixel from this stack would represent the temporal profile of that pixel. This temporal 
stack is analogous to a hyperspectral image, where the third dimension represents “time", 
instead of spectral bands/channels (Figure 2.4). We obtained such temporal stacks for eight 
spectral features, which were used as time-series data. 
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Figure 2.3 Representation of a "temporal stack" of MODIS imagery, where the temporal dimension for a 
pixel at a specific wavelength or index is represented in the third dimension. 
 
 
Figure 2.4 An example of a MODIS “hyper-temporal” red reflectance curve (shown for the pixel indicated 
on the left RGB image). The third dimension or the band number represents a time period of five years with 
a 16-day resolution. 
Another important observation with MODIS is the large size of the ground sample 
distance, where a typical pixel contains a mixture of different land cover types; an 
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involves fusion of such pixels with considerably smaller size pixels, e.g., the resolution 
ratio between MODIS and RapidEye images is 50. This spatial complexity often is 
exacerbated by spectral challenges, e.g., mixed pixels, different scattering properties of 
sub-pixel materials, etc. 
 
 
Figure 2.5 An example of a RapidEye scene marked with MODIS pixel size blocks. Mixture of different 
land classes can be observed in MODIS pixels. 
 
When working with time series data, the default corrections performed on the 
MODIS products are often not sufficient. This is because of atmospheric and seasonal 
variations over time, which cannot be corrected for with individual images. Such an 
example of noise can be seen in the form of high frequency spikes, which are typically 
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present in the temporal curves (curves shown in the results section Figure 3.1). Savitzky-
Golay smoothing (Jönsson and Eklundh, 2004) therefore was applied to filter the 
temporal curves for these signal spikes. This filter approximates the function within a 
moving window by a polynomial of higher degree. All data values are replaced by a 
linear combination of nearby values in a window. The filter can be expressed 
mathematically as equation 2.6. 
 
       
 
    
 
(2.6) 
where, Ii, i=1, 2, … represent the data values and c = 1 / (2n+1) are the weights for a 
moving average filter, in the simplest case. The data value, Ii, is replaced by the average 
of the values in the window. In order to avoid losing any critical time series features from 
the curves, the temporal resolution of the window size was kept to less than two months 
in temporal units. Smoothened temporal curves were obtained after the filtering, which 
were used as inputs to the next steps in the processing chain (smoothing results presented 
in the results chapter). The data were now ready for classification analysis. 
The basic assumption, as required by any classification based on time-series data, 
was that different land cover types exhibit unique temporal signatures over time. For the 
purpose of distinguishing the maximum number of classes, seven categories - forest, 
agriculture, urban, barren, water, wetlands, and shrub lands - were formed (Anderson et 
al., 1976). However, it was observed that wetlands, along with shrub lands, exhibited a 
behavior very similar to the agricultural lands, whereas the time profiles of barren lands 
resembled either urban or agricultural pixels. After a thorough inspection of temporal 
curves from various land cover types, four distinct cover types were identified from the 
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coarse resolution MODIS data (Table 2.2). The temporal profiles for these four land-cover 
types for all the different vegetation indices can be seen in Figure 2.6 - Figure 2.9. It should 
be noted that though these curves were generated using manually selected pure pixels; 
however, a certain level of impurity, due to mixture of classes within these pixels, should 
be expected in the case of most pixels, especially those with a low spatial resolution. For 
example, the urban category pixels had areas with trees and other vegetation cover. 
 
Table 2.2 Description of the final four land cover types used in the classification algorithm. 
Class Description 
Forest Woodlands 
Vegetation Agricultural areas, grasslands, shrub 
lands 
Urban Built up areas, including buildings, 
transport networks 
Water Natural or artificial, open water bodies 
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Figure 2.6 Smoothed Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) temporal profiles for the four 
classes. 
 
Figure 2.7 Smoothed Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI) temporal profiles for the four classes. 
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Figure 2.8 Smoothed Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index (SAVI) temporal profiles for the four classes. 
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2.4.1 Time Series Feature Metric Extraction 
 
Six features were calculated using the temporal curves for each spectral band and 
vegetation index to characterize the phenological differences among the classes (Table 
2.3); these features subsequently were used as inputs to the classification. Distinct profiles 
for the classes hinted at typical, class-specific attributes that could be exploited, while 
these features also were quantified. For example, some of these observations with EVI 
profiles (Figure 2.10) were that (a) forested lands have higher crest or “summer peak” 
values than other vegetation types, ascribed to the denser canopy cover, (b) vegetation 
and urban cover have lower trough or “winter dip” values, as opposed to agriculture and 
forested lands which typically do not exhibit exposed bare soil and snow during winter, 
and (c) EVI values for water were more distinct (flatter) and fluctuated closer to zero. 
Similar conclusions were drawn from other temporal profiles. These observations, 
supported by the conclusions from Zhang et al. (2008), assisted in the derivation of a 
credible set of time-series pixel-based features or metrics for land cover classification. 
 
Table 2.3 Time series feature metrics computed using the temporal profiles. 
Feature name Definition 
Mean Mean time-series value 
Max Maximum time-series value (at crests) 
Min Minimum time-series value (at troughs) 
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Feature name Definition 
Peak-to-peak Difference of the maximum and minimum 
values 
Winter cycle Approximated by the length between the 
negative to positive inflection points 
(during troughs) in time-series 
Summer cycle Approximated by the length between the 
positive to negative inflection points 
(during crests) in time-series 
 
 
Figure 2.10 EVI time series curves for four land cover classes after Savitzky-Golay smoothing. A number 
of distinct features were observed, e.g., peak-to-peak values for the forest class was high, while urban and 
vegetation classes have reduced values at troughs, which was attributed to bare soil exposure in winter. 
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The temporal stacks were comprised of 23 images per year for five years, which 
results in a total of 115 images for each feature. The six time-series metrics were 
computed for all eight spectral bands and vegetation indices, thus resulting in a total of 48 
features. The time-series-based feature calculation effectively reduced the data 
dimensionality, i.e., the number of bands for each spectral band and vegetation index, 
from 115 to just six. Still, the reduced data set is expected to have some redundancy, 
mainly due to the similarity in temporal behavior of different spectral bands and 
vegetation indices. Therefore, as a second iteration of data mining, namely stepwise 
discriminant analysis, was used to reduce these 48 metrics to approximately ten, a 
number which conforms to other classification studies that are based on high dimensional 
data (van Aardt et al., 2001). Stepwise discriminant analysis reduces the data set to those 
variables that maximize between statistical group variability while minimizing within 
group variability, for a given α-level. This was done using the “PROC STEPDISC” 
function from SAS 9.3. The significance level (α-level) for assessing which variables 
were useful for class separation was kept at 0.01 or 1%. 
 
2.4.2 Classification Metrics 
 
Two distance metrics were used as measures for classification – the Euclidean and 
Mahalanobis distances. The Euclidean distance (D) between two points in the spectral 
space is defined as 
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  (2.7) 
where, x is the coordinate of any unknown pixel and m is the mean vector of a class in the 
spectral space. Whereas, the Mahalanobis distance (d) is defined as 
                   
 
  (2.8) 
where, x is any unknown pixel in space, m is the mean vector for each class, and S is the 
covariance matrix for the same class. More detailed descriptions for these measures can 
be found in Schott (2007). A library comprised of pure pixels for each land cover type, 
was used as training and validation data. These data accounted for approximately 1% of 
the total pixels in the image, and were deemed sufficient (Gupta and Rajan, 2010). 
Certain conclusions by Congalton (1991) were used for selecting the training and testing 
samples. A minimum number of 100 samples for each category was collected, since the 
study area has a large number of vegetation types. For both the coarse and high spatial 
resolution approaches, the training data were comprised of spatially diverse regions with 
sample clusters not greater than 10 pixels in size. 
Using the distance metrics, probability maps were generated for all the pixels as 
members of any of the four classes. The probability maps were converted to a posteriori 
probabilities of class membership, which could be assessed as probability densities for 
the classes (Chen and Stow, 2003). The classification map was converted into a 
posteriori probabilities          using the equation 
 
       
    
 
   
       
 
   
 
(2.9) 
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where, P(     is the probability for a pixel k as a member of class i,    is the a priori 
probability of membership of class i, and n is the total number of classes. The classes 
were assumed to have equal a priori probabilities during this calculation. 
 
2.5. High Spatial Resolution Classification (RapidEye) 
 
The next step in the process was the classification of a single date, multispectral, 
high spatial resolution image, which theoretically should be acquired closely following a 
disaster event. Although there is a significant difference in the spatial resolution between 
MODIS and RapidEye imagery, the classification methodology for the high spatial 
resolution image was kept similar to the coarse resolution MODIS imagery. The cloud-
masked reflectance image was classified using the Euclidean and the Mahalanobis 
distance metrics. The training and validation data sets were prepared using the ENVI 
Region of Interest (ROI) tool. The classification then were converted into class 
probability maps and further transformed into a posteriori probabilities. Unlike the coarse 
spatial resolution MODIS imagery, the multispectral image had the potential to 
distinguish grass from crop cover. However, since the results from this approach were to 
be fused with the coarse resolution results, such classes were merged into similar 
categories to obtain four broad classes (as listed in Table 2.2). 
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2.6. The Fusion Method 
 
The final and most crucial step in the workflow was the fusion of the class 
probability maps from high spatial and coarse spatial, but high temporal resolution 
images. A bottom-up strategy was used for the integration of classification results. In this 
method, a comparison of the a posteriori probabilities was performed for all four classes 
at each high spatial resolution pixel. The coarse spatial resolution probability maps were 
re-sampled to higher resolution for ease of comparison. An added advantage with this re-
sampling was generation of the final classification results at higher spatial resolution. The 
probabilities can be regarded as a measure of confidence with which the classification has 
assigned a pixel to a given class. 
The sum of class probabilities for each pixel should equal 1.0, once the 
classification maps are transformed into probabilities. At both the spatial resolutions, the 
higher probability and the corresponding classes were recorded for each pixel.    
 
    
represents the maximum a posteriori probability of a pixel k belonging to class i at 
resolution level l.    
 
    is derived from all resolutions, and k is assigned to the class 
with the highest a posteriori probability. Thus, k would belong to class c if, and only if, 
   
 
       
 
    (2.10) 
where, i = 1, 2, 3, …, m possible classes, l = 4m, 8m,…, possible resolutions. In 
accordance with our implementation, the pixels were assigned to the class with the higher 
a posteriori probability, at both the spatial resolutions. 
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2.7. Error Analysis 
 
Error analysis was performed to validate the classification scheme. The final land 
cover maps were compared to the test/validation dataset generated from the 30m spatial 
resolution USDA Cropland Data Layer Product (USDA-NASS, Cropland Data Layer 
Product, 2010). This dataset has 58 agricultural and six non-agricultural classes, which 
were combined in order to obtain the same four exhaustive classes used in the 
classification. For the validation of the coarse resolution class maps, the validation 
dataset was re-sampled from 30m to 250m, whereas fusion results were re-sampled from 
5m to 30m for comparison. For both of these resolutions, re-sampling was performed 
using the nearest neighbor technique (Schott, 2007). 
In addition to re-sampling, the improper registration between the class maps and 
the validation dataset presented another challenge while comparing the fusion class maps. 
There was clearly an impact of re-sampling on validation, particularly across the 50 times 
change in spatial resolution. A pixel-to-pixel comparison would be a simple, but a 
restrictive way for evaluating the class maps. An alternative scheme was established to 
take into account a spatial generalization. Since the class maps being tested consisted of 
information from both the low, as well as high spatial resolution data, errors attributable 
to mis-registration or inability to confidently photo-interpret a sample unit would be 
large. Therefore, a definition of agreement was developed between the class map and the 
ground truth maps. A sample pixel was compared with the most common class within a 
3x3 pixel block, centered on that sample pixel, under this scheme. This way a spatial 
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generalization can be achieved and mis-registration errors up to one pixel in any direction 
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Chapter 3 Results and Discussion 
 
The results presented in this section cover classification using (i) coarse spatial 
resolution time-series MODIS imagery, (ii) high resolution multi-spectral RapidEye 
imagery, and (iii) the high-temporal high-spatial resolution fusion-based approach. 
 
3.1. Time Series Classification 
 
Pre-processing - time profile smoothing 
An example of Savitzky-Golay filtering results for EVI time-profile is shown in 
Figure 3.1. It can be observed that the basic time series contour was preserved, while a 
relatively minimal loss of time series features occurred after smoothing the curves. The 
smoothened temporal curves, obtained after filtering, were used to derive input features 
for the subsequent classification steps. This was based on the conclusion that the 
temporal trends were conserved, even though fine resolution temporal features may be 
lost during this pre-processing step. These high frequency features arguably could 
introduce noise during the classification steps, given that such fine temporal occurrences 
are often due to intra-annual anomalies. The sharp decrease of the time-series curves in 
the fall and sharp increase in the spring can be attributed to snowmelt and snow 
accumulation, respectively. 
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Figure 3.1 An EVI time series for a typical vegetation cover pixel, before and after the Savitzky-Golay 
smoothing, to filter high frequency spikes. 
 
Pre-processing – reduction of (temporal) data dimensionality  
The number of potentially useful temporal features was reduced to 11 by applying 
the stepwise discriminant analysis over the complete range of features (Table 3.1). 
Stepwise discriminant analysis subsets the features based on the importance of the 
variables for between-class separation. The partial R
2
 value of any variable indicates the 
amount of variation explained by that variable. The features were equally distributed 
among the spectral bands and vegetation indices. It was challenging to visually map the 
selected features in terms of dissimilarities among the four classes. However, the 
dominance of temporal mean-value features among the shortlisted features indicated the 
high variability in the temporal average values in each class. On the other hand, the 
winter or the summer growth cycles from all the curves were eliminated by the 
discriminant analysis. This elimination was ascribed to the similarity of each class in 
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terms of the position and duration on the winter and summer cycles. These observations 
were in agreement with work by Sakamoto et al. (2005), who concluded that inflection 
points could yield inaccurate estimates of the start and end of growing seasons. 
 
Table 3.1 A list of the subset temporal feature metrics, as identified via the stepwise discriminant analysis. 
Sr. No. Feature 
Partial R
2 
1 Mean-SAVI    0.931 
2 Amplitude-Red     0.6346 
3 Minimum-NIR   0.622 
4 Maximum-MSAVI2 0.1798 
5 Maximum-SAVI 0.0791 
6 Mean-EVI            0.1659 
7 Mean-MIR 0.3477 
8 Mean-MSAVI2 0.1951 
9 Minimum-NDVI 0.1143 
10 Winter-MIR 0.1343 
11 Mean-NIR 0.0904 
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Multi-temporal (time series) classification 
In support of the basic assumption of the time-series approach, i.e., that different 
cover types will exhibit different spectral time series profiles, an initial exercise before 
classification was performed. In other words, the potential of coarse resolution temporal 
MODIS responses for determining unique temporal features for different land cover types 
was first assessed. The training and test datasets were used for classification and 
validation, after subsetting the time series feature metrics to those that best describe the 
between-class differences during the data mining steps. The overall classification 
accuracy, kappa value, and the confusion matrix (Foody, 2002) for the time series 
classification using the Mahalanobis distance are reported in Table 3.2. The Mahalanobis 
distance performed well when compared with classification using the Euclidean distance. 
Despite the coarse spatial resolution of MODIS pixels, acceptable accuracies of >80% 
were obtained using time series features. As expected, the maximum confusion was 
observed between the forest and vegetation pixels, which were attributed to the presence 
of a large number of mixed pixels among these two classes, in addition to the similarity 
in their spectral-temporal behavior (Figure 3.4). The outcomes led to the conclusion that 
this confusion originated from the theoretical definition of the land cover classes. A 
similar situation was previously reported by Carrão et al. (2008), who concluded that the 
majority of their classification errors were due to confusion between two classes only, 
namely the woodland and vegetation classes. A contributing factor to this lower accuracy 
and confusion among various classes may be the more heterogeneous nature of the 
agriculture category, due to small field sizes and the presence of agriculture-related 
infrastructure (buildings, roads, ponds, etc.) in close proximity to the fields. Similarly, in 
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the case of the urban category, the pixels comprised of mixtures of other land covers 
within the urban class would contribute to misclassifications. Classification of water 
pixels was the most accurate, since the time profile of water was the most distinct among 
all the classes. Additionally, with different crops having similar crop calendars, finding 
unique spectral-temporal responses for different crop types was very challenging. 
Therefore, training data could not be identified to form a training dataset at such a coarse 
spatial resolution. 
 
Table 3.2 Confusion matrix, overall accuracy and kappa statistics for time series MODIS classification 
using Mahalanobis distance as the classification metric. 
 
 
















 Classification Water Urban Forest Vegetation 
Water 4006.25 125 106.25 556.25 
Urban 50 4631.25 418.75 218.75 
Forest 106.25 56.25 800 231.25 




Through visual inspection of Figure 3.2, it can be observed that most of the spatial 
structure in the image is preserved after the classification. For example, water pixels and 
urban land masses can be easily distinguished from all forms of vegetation. This was 
especially evident after comparing the time series classification with the high spatial 
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resolution imagery over the same area. The major drawback is the scale or inherent 
spatial resolution of the classification, i.e., the class map has a block like structure due to 
the large pixel size of the MODIS sensor.  
 
 
Figure 3.2 Illustration of MODIS output scale. (a) An example MODIS (250 m) class map for four classes 
derived using Mahalanobis distance classification; (b) a high resolution RGB image (5 m) from RapidEye 
over the same area for comparison. 
 
Two additional tests were performed to provide a direct comparison between the 
procedure discussed thus far and (i) all possible MODIS time series features, i.e., to test 
the impact of data reduction, and (ii) single-date MODIS imagery, to test the impact of a 
multi-temporal approach. 
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(i) In order to test the significance of data mining, classification was done using the same 
methods on the complete time series, as opposed to select temporal features, with no 
significant increase in accuracies. It therefore was concluded that the reduction of 
data dimensionality, i.e., extraction of specific temporal features, was beneficial in 
terms of computational requirements, without impacting classification accuracy 
negatively. The data dimensionality was effectively reduced from 115 images of each 
of the eight spectral channels and vegetation indices to a total of just 11 bands. In an 
associated multi-temporal experiment, the accuracies were reduced to approximately 
60%, when an unsupervised ISODATA clustering algorithm was used to differentiate 
five classes, namely forest, water, urban, agriculture, and grass. Therefore, inclusion 
of a sub-class among the four classes came at a cost in accuracy. A major challenge 
while sub-dividing the classes was the selection of enough pure pixels for each 
category. 
(ii) The assessment of time series vs. single-date benefits was equally informative. Land 
cover classification was performed using a single-date MODIS image, resulting in an 
overall accuracy of approximately 69% for the four classes using the Mahalanobis 
distance classification. The MODIS image used for this step was captured on July 28, 
2010, which is a day after the collection of the used RapidEye image. This minimized 
any dynamic changes within the scene and hence made comparison of results 
meaningful. The training and validation data sets used for the single-date 
classification were the same as those used for the time series classification. Though 
the accuracies are acceptable for some applications, the major drawback observed 
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was the absence of any kind of temporal information, which augmented the class 
maps during the fusion step, as discussed later. 
 
3.2. High Resolution Classification 
 
Cloud masking was performed before attempting any classification of the 
RapidEye scenes. Though the RapidEye image used in this study had a combined cloud 
and shadow cover of only approximately 3%, standard cloud cover for all RapidEye 
images is around 20% of the complete image (RapidEye Standard Image Product 
Specification). Hence, cloud masking was deemed critical to reduce the amount of 
classification errors and make the entire algorithm independent of varying cloud covers. 
An example of the threshold-based cloud detection results is shown in Figure 3.3. The red-
blue halo around the clouds in the RapidEye image is due to the fact that the red and blue 
bands are the furthest apart on the sensor array; the clouds cannot be co-registered due to 
its movement during the acquisition time between the two bands and due to the fact that 
clouds are not included in the topographic correction using a digital elevation model. An 
image processing scheme, in the form of a morphological operator or target detection, 
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Figure 3.3 RapidEye sample showing cloud covered land areas (left) and results from the cloud masking 
algorithm, based on a red band threshold (right). 
 
 Two supervised classification methods were applied using the selected metrics - 
Euclidean and Mahalanobis distance - after the cloud-masked images were created. The 
confusion matrices, User’s and Producer’s accuracies are reported in Table 3.3 and Table 
3.4. The user’s accuracy is the probability of any classified pixel to represent the correct 
class, while the producer’s accuracy is the probability that a pixel of a known class is 
classified into the correct category (Congalton, 1991). The user’s accuracy was the 
smallest for forest class, while the producer’s accuracy was lowest for the vegetation 
class. It can be deduced from these statistics that agriculture and forest cover were the 
most confused classes, which can be attributed to their similarity in terms of spectral 
behavior (Figure 3.4). The classifiers were able to discriminate water and urban classes 
well from other classes using the reflectance image. Highly detailed classification of 
small water and urban features can be seen in example class maps in Figure 3.5 and Figure 
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Ground Truth (hectares) User’s 

















Water 97.07 1.08 0.01 0.00 98.89 
Urban 0.00 18.93 0.00 0.12 99.36 
Forest 0.00 0.08 50.80 30.43 62.47 





















Figure 3.5 A sample RapidEye scene and corresponding class map, based on the Euclidean distance 
classification. 
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Ground Truth (hectares) User’s 

















Water 97.07 1.08 0.01 0.00 98.89 
Urban 0.00 18.93 0.00 0.12 99.36 
Forest 0.00 0.08 50.80 30.43 62.47 





















Figure 3.6 A sample RapidEye scene and corresponding class map, based on the Mahalanobis distance 
classification. 
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Disadvantages of a single-date classification approach 
 
Though the classification accuracies obtained using the high spatial resolution 
imagery were high, the resulting class maps had major drawbacks. For example, in Figure 
3.7 we can observe that land areas covered with clouds or cloud shadows were either not 
classified or misclassified into incorrect classes. Another major drawback when using a 
single-date image was evident from the classification of pixels containing crop fields. 
Agricultural fields in the initial stages of their growth cycle were misclassified into the 
urban class. This was mainly due to the fact that urban pixels and crop pixels, which are 
exposed much more to soil in their initial growth cycle, have similar spectral behavior for 
the RapidEye bands (Figure 3.8). Overcoming such limitations would be an important 
requirement for accurate estimation of crop acreage for any area. It therefore would be 
more ideal to have a classification scheme that can minimize the effects of crop season 
cycles, thus maintaining class integrity irrespective of season or growth stage. Keeping 
these requirements in mind, the fusion technique was applied with results presented in the 
next section. 
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Figure 3.8 Spectral reflectance comparison for urban class with a crop site at initial growth cycle. 
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3.3. Fusion Results 
 
Coarse resolution class maps from MODIS time-series classification and high 
resolution class maps, generated from the RapidEye imagery, were combined to obtain a 
posteriori probability-based fusion results. The confusion matrices for Euclidean and 
Mahalanobis distance methods are reported in Table 3.5 and Table 3.6, respectively. The 
observations and accuracies from these matrices were similar to those from the high 
resolution image. For sake of comparison, the overall accuracies are listed in Table 3.7. 
The overall accuracy was reasonably high, but this came at the cost of a low number of 
classes. In comparison, the accuracies with the fusion approach were slightly lower than 
the high spatial resolution single-date approach; however, the accuracies for the fusion-
based approach were higher than those of the multi-temporal coarse resolution results. 
 
Table 3.5 Confusion matrix for fusion-based classification using the Euclidean distance metric. 
 
Class 
Ground Truth (hectares) User’s 

















Water 213 2 16 1 91.93 
Urban 16 49 10 15 54.78 
Forest 11 2 200 34 80.86 
















83.92 90.52 81.18 77.23 
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Table 3.6 Confusion matrix for the fusion-based classification using the Mahalanobis distance metric. 
 
Class 
Ground Truth (hectares) User’s 

















Water 228 1 22 9 87.99 
Urban 1 45 8 20 61.74 
Forest 20 3 196 27 79.87 




















Table 3.7 Classification accuracies and kappa values for the coarse spatial resolution time series, high 
spatial resolution multi-spectral, and fusion-based methods. Euclidean distance and Mahalanobis distances 
were used as distance metrics for classification. 
Classification Euclidean distance Mahalanobis distance 
 Accuracy (%) Kappa Accuracy (%) Kappa 
MODIS time series 74.2 0.63 81.8 0.74 
RapidEye multi-spectral 86.3 0.81 93.5 0.90 
Fusion approach 81.6 0.74 81.9 0.74 
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It is evident, through visual inspection of Figure 3.9, that dominant land features 
were preserved in the class maps generated from high spatial resolution and fusion-based 
approaches. The fusion-based class maps had a block-like structure, which was attributed 
to the coarse spatial resolution of the MODIS (time series) sensor. In order to evaluate the 
impact of an increased number of classes in the case of the fusion-based approach, the 
agriculture class was split into crops, wetlands, and grass areas. It was found that though 
RapidEye classification was able to discriminate the classes, the application of coarse 
spatial resolution imagery resulted in considerably lower accuracies. Moreover, it was 
hard to extract enough pure pixels for more number of classes for training and validation 
purposes from the coarse resolution images. 
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Figure 3.9 Class maps for, (a) coarse spatial resolution (CR) time-series, (b) high spatial resolution (HR) 
multi-spectral, and (c) fusion-based classification, using the Mahalanobis distance as metric for 
classification. 
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The benefits of using the fusion-based approach are still somewhat undetermined, 
especially since the accuracies using high resolution and fusion techniques were 
approximately the same, or even slightly higher in the case of classification based on high 
spatial resolution imagery and the Mahalanobis distance approach. However, advantages 
other than pure increases in classification accuracies were observed with the fusion 
technique. To demonstrate these, subsets of the classification maps using RapidEye 
imagery and the fusion-based technique were compared (Figure 3.10). We observed that 
the classification of the cloud covered area in the RapidEye imagery was augmented 
using the MODIS class maps in the fusion technique. Additionally, the classification of 
agricultural fields became independent of the time of year (agricultural cycle) in the case 
of the fusion method. For example, harvested crop fields were detected as urban areas 
using RapidEye imagery alone, but were reclassified into vegetation using the time series 
approach. Hence, this approach would be highly accurate in determining the acreage of 
crops for a given area and would offset point-in-time discrepancies, such as the ones 
listed above. However, the fusion-based approach does have specific disadvantages. 
These disadvantages include (i) a high number of urban features that were 
distinguished in the high spatial resolution multispectral imagery, but were lost in the 
fusion approach; (ii) the accuracy of the fusion method being dependent on the accuracies 
of the time-series and coarse resolution approach, and (iii) the fact that the fusion 
approach has limited control over the number of classes used in the classification. 
However, given the computational simplicity of the fusion method, its robustness against 
spectral-temporal land cover fluctuations, and its ability to address single-date challenges, 
such as cloud cover and other weather scenarios, it can be argued that fusion is the 
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preferable approach for applications such as disaster response, which require near real-
time access to cloud-corrected and accurate land cover maps. 
 
 
Figure 3.10 An illustration of classification results at 5m spatial resolution: (a) RapidEye (5m) RGB image 
of an area with cloud cover, (b) RapidEye land cover classification using the Euclidean distance, and (c) the 
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Chapter 4 Conclusion 
 
This research evaluated the implementation of a fusion-based approach for land 
cover classification in order to provide accurate land cover class maps, following a 
theoretical nuclear disaster. Such maps are essential to an informed and directed disaster 
response effort, given the need to assess the spatial extent and class cover of nuclear 
fallout. The remote sensing data used for this study were collected over the Nine Mile 
Point Nuclear Power Station in Oswego, NY. Two types of data were utilized in the 
fusion method, namely coarse spatial resolution time-series MODIS satellite imagery and 
a single date, high spatial resolution, multispectral RapidEye image. These two data types 
were integrated to obtain highly accurate land cover maps. The objective of this study 
was to determine if fusion of time series and a high resolution images would yield 
enhanced classification results over any one single modality approach. 
Preprocessing steps on coarse spatial resolution time series and high spatial 
resolution imagery were performed to increase the fidelity of the MODIS and RapidEye 
images. These included steps such as (i) conversion to top of atmosphere reflectance, (ii) 
cloud detection and removal, and (iii) time profile curve smoothing. Various time series 
features were calculated from the time profiles of numerous spectral bands and vegetation 
indices, e.g., NDVI and EVI. Stepwise discriminant analysis was used for data mining 
and reduction of data dimensionality to those spectral/time series features that best 
separated land cover classes. An a posteriori probability-based fusion approach was 
applied to differentiate four land cover classes, namely forest, urban, water, and 
vegetation. The results were validated against the 2010 Cropland Data Layer Product 
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from the U.S. Department of Agriculture and National Agricultural Statistics Service at 
30m spatial resolution. The results were evaluated in terms of overall classification 
accuracy, producer’s and user’s accuracies, and kappa statistics. 
Despite the coarse spatial resolution of MODIS pixels, acceptable accuracies were 
obtained using time-series features. The overall accuracies were 74% and 81% with the 
Euclidean and Mahalanobis distance classification, respectively. These accuracies 
increased to 86% and 93%, respectively, using the single-date, multispectral, high spatial 
resolution imagery. Accuracies in the neighborhood of 80% were achieved with the 
temporal-spatial fusion technique. Although these accuracies did not represent a distinct 
improvement over the high spatial resolution single-date approach, a number of 
supplementary advantages were identified in the case of the fusion-based approach. For 
example, the classification of cloud cover areas in the RapidEye imagery was augmented 
using the MODIS class maps with the fusion technique; the time series MODIS data 
effectively provided cloud-free imagery of the same area, given the high temporal 
sampling rate. Additionally, the classification of agricultural fields became independent 
of the time of year (agricultural growth cycle) in the case of the fusion method. This was 
again attributed to the multi-temporal nature of the fusion approach, whereby season-
specific spectral response in the case of single-date imagery was augmented by the 
unique temporal-spectral signatures of land cover, provided by the MODIS time series.   
Hence, this approach can be regarded as highly accurate (>80%) in determining the 
acreage of crops for a given area, while also offsetting point-in-time discrepancies, such 
cloud cover and season-specific spectral class behavior. Other specific conclusions were 
reached: 
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 Classification using a single-date low spatial resolution MODIS image was 
unsuccessful in distinguishing among forest, agriculture, and urban classes; 
however, water pixels were generally classified correctly, albeit at low accuracies. 
MODIS time series was observed to have better accuracies and had more 
influential advantages during the fusion method because of useful temporal 
information. 
 The presence of the vegetation indices enhanced the performance of the time-
series classification. Similarly, the feature metrics extracted from the time profiles 
of MODIS data resulted in an improved land cover classification when compared 
to the classification using the complete time series. Therefore, data mining was an 
important step, which also helped to minimize computational requirements. 
 
The motivation for this work was to improve the ability of emergency responders to 
accurately map nuclear ingestion pathways and determine the crop area affected by an 
accidental nuclear release, i.e., to accurately map the nuclear ingestion pathway. Given 
the independence of the technique in terms of time of year and cloud coverage, we 
concluded that crop acreage estimation would be consistently accurate. Future research 
should focus on increasing the number of land cover classes to improve the utility of the 
classification scheme. One way to achieve this could be by extracting specific crop 
phenology features from the time series and augmenting these with the high spatial 
resolution class maps, in order to differentiate specific crop types. Another way to further 
augment the classification maps could be by using two high-spatial resolution images 
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from different dates. This will help retain some of the high-spatial resolution urban 
features lost in the fusion by exploiting the difference in vegetation and urban dynamics. 
It further should be noted that the complete algorithm is a part of an automated 
software tool, which could prove useful to emergency response personnel that are 
involved with resource deployment and impact assessment. Within a few hours of the 
high spatial resolution image collection, the tool will produce a nuclear ingestion 
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Appendix A 
Algorithms 
A.1 RapidEye data processing 
Contents 
The following MATLAB (version 7.13) algorithm was generated to perform the 
RapidEye image calibration and processing to obtain class maps. 
 Radiometric calibration of the RapidEye multispectral image 
 Earth-Sun distance calculator 
 Cloud masking 
 Euclidean distance classification 
 Mahalanobis distance classification 
 
Radiometric calibration of the RapidEye multispectral image 
% converting rapideye radiance to reflectance 
% Shagan Sah (8 Feb 2012) 
  
% Naughton, D., Brunn, A., Czapla-Myers, J., Douglass, S., Thiele, M.,  
% Weichelt, H. and Oxfort, M. “Absolute radiometric calibration of the  
% RapidEye multispectral imager using the reflectance-based vicarious  
% calibration method,” J. Appl. Remote Sens. 5, 053544 (2011) 
  
function [ref] = rapideye_calibrate(path) 




% EAI is Exo-Atmospheric Irradiance for five bands 
EAI=[1997.8 1863.5 1560.4 1395.0 1124.4]'; 








    ref(:,:,i)=rad(:,:,i).*((pi*sundist2)/(EAI(i)*cos(0.4184))); 
end; 
Earth-Sun distance calculator 
% Written by Daniel Morstad 
% June 30, 2008 
% 
%Purpose: To find the Earth-Sun-Distance Correction factor 
% 
%INPUTS: year - last two digits of year image was a taken with 
satellite 
%        doy - three digit day of year image was taken with satellite 
%        hour - military time hour image was taken with satellite 
% 
%OUTPUTS: dist_corr_factor - actual Earth-Sun-Distance correction 
factor 
 
function [dist_corr_factor] = calcearthsundistcorr(year,doy,hour) 
if ischar(year) == 1 
    year=str2num(year); 
    doy=str2num(doy); 
    hour=str2num(hour); 
end 
  
if (year >= 82) && (year < 100) 
    fullyear=year+1900; 
elseif year < 82 
    fullyear=year+2000; 
else fullyear = year; 
end 
  
delta = fullyear - 1949; 
leap = fix(delta / 4); 
julian_date = 2432916.5 + (delta * 365) + leap + doy + (hour / 24); 
n = julian_date - 2451545.0; 
mean_anomaly = 357.528 + (0.9856003 * n); 
  
% add / subtract increments of 360 such that { 0 <= mean_anomaly < 360 
} 
while mean_anomaly < 0 
    mean_anomaly = mean_anomaly + 360; 
end 
while mean_anomaly >= 360 
    mean_anomaly = mean_anomaly - 360; 
end 
  
factor=1.00014 - (0.01671 * cos(mean_anomaly * pi / 180)) - (0.00014 * 
... 
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Cloud masking 
% Shagan Sah 
% March 6, 2012 
  
% code to mask clouds in a rapideye scene 
% thresholding the red band 




% apply the threshold on the red band 
[a,b]=find(I(:,:,3) > 0.35); 
for i=1:1:size(a) 
    re_cloud(a(i),b(i))=0; 
end; 
% morphological operations on the masked area 
SE = strel('rectangle', [10 10]); 
re_cloud=imclose(re_cloud,SE); 
re_cloud=medfilt2(re_cloud); 
SE = strel('rectangle', [50 50]); 
re_cloud=imerode(re_cloud,SE); 
 





Euclidean distance classification 
% Shagan Sah 
% March 8, 2012 
% code for Euclidean distance classification of the rapideye image data 
% maxa1 is the maximum a posteriori probability for any class each 
pixel 
% Ia is the class with the highest probability for each pixel 
  
function [maxa1,Ia]=min_dist() 
% read image 
path='directory path for rapideye cloud masked image'; 
I=imread(path); 
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agri_mean=(sum(agri(:,4:8)))./length(agri); 
  




% using pdist2 matlab function calculate the euclidean distance between 
all 
% the points and the mean for all the classes 














% stack the normalized distance matrix for all the classes 
class_dist=cat(3,forest_dist,water_dist,urban_dist,agri_dist); 
  
% converting the distances into a posteriori probabilities 
la=zeros(size(class_dist)); 
for i=1:1:4 








% make probability equal to zero for cloud locations 




Mahalanobis distance classification 
% Shagan Sah 
% March 12, 2012 
% code for Mahalanobis distance classification of the rapideye image 
data 
% maxa1 is the maximum a posteriori probability for any class each 
pixel 
% Ia is the class with the highest probability for each pixel 
  
function [maxa1,Ia]=mahal_dist() 
% read image 
path='directory path for rapideye cloud masked image'; 
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I=imread(path); 
  
% read training data 













% for each pixel calculate dist from each class mean 
I1=reshape(I,[49000000 5]); 
clear ('I'); 
% using pdist2 matlab function calculate the Mahalanobis distance 
between all 
% the points and the mean for all the classes 



















% stack the normalized distance matrix for all the classes 
class_dist=cat(3,forest_dist,water_dist,urban_dist,agri_dist); 
  
% converting the distances into a posteriori probabilities 
la=zeros(size(class_dist)); 
for i=1:1:4 









% make probability equal to zero for cloud locations 
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maxa1(~any(I1,2),:) = 0 
maxa1=reshape(maxa1,[9800 5000]);  
% imagesc(Ia) 
A.2 Time-series processing 
Contents 
The following MATLAB (version 7.13) algorithm was generated to perform the MODIS 
time series data correction steps and time series processing to calculate the time features 
for classification. 
 SAVI and MSAVI2 calculation 
 Layer stacking 
 Read GeoTiff file 
 Savitzky-Golay filter 
 Time series features calculation 
 Discriminant analysis in SAS 
 
SAVI and MSAVI2 calculation 
% Shagan Sah 
% May 15, 2012 
% read MODIS red and nir bands image data 









% savitzky-golay filtering to remove high frequency spikes 
for i=1:1:row 
    for j=1:1:column 
        I_red(i,j,:)=smooth(I_red(i,j,:),'sgolay'); 
        I_nir(i,j,:)=smooth(I_nir(i,j,:),'sgolay'); 
        % calculate SAVI and MSAVI2 for each pixel in the image 
        for k=1:1:bands 
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            I_savi(i,j,k)=(1+0.5)*((I_nir(i,j,k)-
I_red(i,j,k))/(I_nir(i,j,k)+I_red(i,j,k)+0.5)); 
            I_msavi2(i,j,k)=(2*I_nir(i,j,k)+1-
sqrt((2*I_nir(i,j,k)+1)^2-8*(I_nir(i,j,k)-I_red(i,j,k))))/2; 
        end; 
    end; 
     waitbar(i/100); 
end; 
  
%% average for sample pixels to plot  











% average over all training samples 
for i=1:1:50 
    forest_avg=forest_avg+I_msavi(forest(i,2),forest(i,1),:); 
    water_avg=water_avg+I_msavi(water(i,2),water(i,1),:); 
    urban_avg=urban_avg+I_msavi(urban(i,2),urban(i,1),:); 






% plot the averaged curves on a single axes 





xlabel('Time (16-day resolution)'); 
ylabel('Modified Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index 2'); 
title('Pixel time series'); 
  
Layer stacking 
% Shagan Sah 
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    name=a(i).name; 
    % read the geotiff file and stack all 
    I=GEOTIFF_READ([path '\' name]); 




Read GeoTiff file 
function [I]=GEOTIFF_READ(varargin) 
% GEOTIFF_READ: read geotiff using imread and assign map info from 
infinfo. 
% I = GEOTIFF_READ('filename'); 
% Reads whole images 
% I = GEOTIFF_READ('filename','pixel_subset', [minx maxx miny maxy]); 
% I = GEOTIFF_READ('filename','map_subset'  , [minx maxx miny maxy]); 
% extract subset of the specified. 
  
% output: 
% I.z, image data 
% I.x, x coordinate in map 
% I.y, y coordinate in map 
% I.info, misc. info 
  
% imshow(I.z, 'xdata', I.x, 'ydata', I.y); 
% shows image with map coordinate 
  
% Version by Yushin Ahn, ahn.74@osu.edu 
% Glacier Dynamics Laboratory,  
% Byrd Polar Resear Center, Ohio State University  
% Referenced enviread.m (Ian Howat) 
  
name = varargin{1}; 
  
Tinfo        = imfinfo(name); 
info.samples = Tinfo.Width; 
info.lines   = Tinfo.Height; 
info.imsize  = Tinfo.Offset; 
info.bands   = Tinfo.SamplesPerPixel; 
  
  
sub = [1, info.samples, 1, info.lines]; 
%data_type = Tinfo.BitDepth/8; 
data_type = Tinfo.BitsPerSample(1)/8; 
switch data_type 
    case {1} 
        format = 'uint8'; 
    case {2} 
        format = 'int16'; 
    case{3} 
        format = 'int32'; 
    case {4} 
        format = 'single'; 
end 
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info.map_info.dx = Tinfo.ModelPixelScaleTag(1); 
info.map_info.dy = Tinfo.ModelPixelScaleTag(2); 
info.map_info.mapx = Tinfo.ModelTiepointTag(4); 
info.map_info.mapy = Tinfo.ModelTiepointTag(5); 
%info.map_info.projection_name = Tinfo.GeoAsciiParamsTag; 
%info.map_info.projection_info = Tinfo.GeoDoubleParamsTag; 
  
minx = info.map_info.mapx; 
maxy = info.map_info.mapy; 
maxx = minx + (info.samples-1).*info.map_info.dx; 
miny = maxy - (info.lines-1  ).*info.map_info.dy; 
  
%info.CornerMap = [minx miny; maxx miny; maxx maxy; minx maxy; minx 
miny];  
  
xm = info.map_info.mapx; 
ym = info.map_info.mapy; 
x_ = xm + ((0:info.samples-1).*info.map_info.dx); 




if nargin == 3; 
     
    if strcmp(varargin{2},'pixel_subset'); 
        sub = varargin{3}; 
         
    elseif strcmp(varargin{2},'map_subset'); 
        sub  = varargin{3}; 
        subx = (sub(tmp1)-info.map_info.mapx  )./info.map_info.dx+1; 
        suby = (info.map_info.mapy - sub(tmp2))./info.map_info.dy+1; 
        subx = round(subx); 
        suby = round(suby); 
         
        subx(subx < 1) = 1; 
        suby(suby < 1) = 1; 
        subx(subx > info.samples) = info.samples; 
        suby(suby > info.lines  ) = info.lines; 
        sub = [subx,suby]; 
    end 
    info.sub.samples = sub(2)-sub(1)+1; 
    info.sub.lines   = sub(4)-sub(3)+1; 
    info.sub.mapx = [ x_(sub(1)) x_(sub(2)) ]; 
    info.sub.mapy = [ y_(sub(3)) y_(sub(4)) ]; 
    info.sub.pixx = [sub(1) sub(2)]; 
    info.sub.pixy = [sub(3) sub(4)]; 
end 
        
I.x = x_(sub(1):sub(2)); 
I.y = y_(sub(3):sub(4)); 
  
  
% % subset read bsq 
% %offset1    = info.imsize - (info.samples*info.lines)*info.bands + 
(sub(3)-1)*info.samples*info.bands; 
% offset1    = info.imsize - (info.samples*info.lines)*info.bands + 
(sub(3)-1)*info.samples; 
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% fid = fopen(name,'r','ieee-le'); 
% fseek(fid,offset1,'bof');  
%  
% tmp=zeros(sub(4)-sub(3)+1, sub(2)-sub(1)+1,info.bands,format); 
%   
% for b=1:info.bands 
%  
%     for i=sub(3):sub(4) 
%         t=fread(fid,info.samples,format); 
%         tmp(i-sub(3)+1,:,b)=t(sub(1):sub(2)); 
%     end 
%     offset2 = info.samples*info.lines*b+offset1; 




% subset read 
offset1    = info.imsize - 
(info.samples*info.lines)*info.bands*data_type + (sub(3)-
1)*info.samples*info.bands*data_type; 
%offset1    = info.imsize - (info.samples*info.lines)*info.bands; 






    t=fread(fid,info.samples*info.bands,format); 
    for j=1:info.bands 
        R = (sub(1)-1)*info.bands+j:info.bands:(sub(2)-1)*info.bands+j; 
        tmp(i-sub(3)+1,:,j) = t(R); 






I.info = info; 
 
Savitzky-Golay filter  
% Shagan Sah 
% October 28, 2011 
% code to smoothen the time series curve 
path='file_name_with_path_directory.tif'; 
% read the image and scale it with 0.0001  
I=(double(imread(path)))*0.0001; 
[row column bands]=size(I);  
I1=zeros(row,column,bands); 
% apply the savitzky golay filter on each pixel time series 
for i=1:1:row 
    for j=1:1:column 
        I1(i,j,:)=smooth(I(i,j,:),'sgolay'); 
    end; 
end; 
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% plot the smoothened time series curve 
plot(1:1:115,squeeze(I1(100,100,:)),'--
','LineWidth',1,'Color','black'); 
xlabel('Time (16-day resolution)'); 
ylabel('Enhanced vegetation index'); 
title('Pixel time series'); 
 
Time features calculation 
% Shagan Sah 
% May 8, 2012 
% Code for calculating the temporal features from a time series curve 
  
% reading a stacked image where where each pixel location repesent a 
% temporal curve 
path='image path directory'; 
% example path='F:\Sah_temp\MODIS_data\modis_savi.tif'; 
I=(double(imread('path')))*0.0001; % scale down the image if required 
[row column bands]=size(I);   
  




% savitzky-golay smoothening applied to the temporal curves 
for i=1:1:row 
    for j=1:1:column 
        I1(i,j,:)=smooth(I(i,j,:),'sgolay'); 
    end; 
end; 
  
%% Feature calculation section 1 







    for j=1:1:column 
        for k=0:1:4 % 0:4 for 5 years of temporal data 
            % maximum and minimum values calculated for each year. each 
            % year contains 23 images. 
            
result_max(i,j)=result_max(i,j)+max(I2(i,j,k*23+1:k*23+23)); 
            
result_min(i,j)=result_min(i,j)+min(I2(i,j,k*23+1:k*23+23)); 
        end; 
        result_mean(i,j)=sum(I1(i,j,:)); 
    end; 
end; 
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result_mean=result_mean./115; 
  
%% featute calculation section 2 





    for j=1:1:column 
        % calculating the derivative to point out the inflection points 
            temp=derivative(squeeze(I1(i,j,:))); 
            for k=0:1:4  % winter time 
                % finding points of maximum and minimum derivatives and 
                % taking the difference to get the growth cycle 
                [max_val,max_in]=max(temp(k*23+1:k*23+23)); 
                [min_val,min_in]=min(temp(k*23+1:k*23+23)); 
                summer_cycle(i,j)=summer_cycle(i,j)+(max_in-min_in); 
            end; 
            for k=0:1:3 % summer time 
                [max_val,max_in]=max(temp(k*23+11:k*23+23)); 
                [min_val,min_in]=min(temp(k*23+11:k*23+23)); 
                winter_cycle(i,j)=winter_cycle(i,j)+(min_in-max_in); 
            end;            
            
    end; 
end; 








Discriminat analysis in SAS 
* SAS code for stepwise discriminat analysis 
* Jan van Aardt and Shagan Sah, June, 2012 
 
*title1 'Feature stepwise analysis'; 
*footnote 'MODIS time series feature stepwise analysis '; 
 
*options pageno=1; 
*libname yourname 'work.Feature_data'; 
 
***************************************************************; 
proc stepdisc short slstay = 0.01 data = work.Feature_data; 
 
title2 'Data set = work.feature_data'; 
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***************************************************************; 
proc discrim pool = yes listerr crosslisterr data = work.Feature_data; 
class cover; 
title2 'Discriminant Analysis - Data set = work.feature_data'; 
title3 'Analysis for MODIS time series feature extraction'; 
 
 
*variables associated with ......; 








proc candisc data = work.Feature_data out = work.Feature_data_out; 
 
*variables associated with....; 






A.3 Fusion approach 
Contents 
The following MATLAB (version 7.13) algorithm was generated to perform the fusion 
methodology on the MODIS time series and Rapideye image for integrated classification 
results. 
 Kappa statistic calculation 
 Bottom-up fusion algorithm 
Kappa statistic calculation 
function kappa(varargin) 
% KAPPA: This function computes the Cohen's kappa coefficient. 
% Cohen's kappa coefficient is a statistical measure of inter-rater 
% reliability. It is generally thought to be a more robust measure than 
% simple percent agreement calculation since k takes into account the 
% agreement occurring by chance. 
% Kappa provides a measure of the degree to which two judges, A and B, 
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% concur in their respective sortings of N items into k mutually 
exclusive 
% categories. A 'judge' in this context can be an individual human 
being, a 
% set of individuals who sort the N items collectively, or some non-
human 
% agency, such as a computer program or diagnostic test, that performs 
a 
% sorting on the basis of specified criteria. 
% The original and simplest version of kappa is the unweighted kappa 
% coefficient introduced by J. Cohen in 1960. When the categories are 
% merely nominal, Cohen's simple unweighted coefficient is the only 
form of 
% kappa that can meaningfully be used. If the categories are ordinal 
and if 
% it is the case that category 2 represents more of something than 
category 
% 1, that category 3 represents more of that same something than 
category 
% 2, and so on, then it is potentially meaningful to take this into 
% account, weighting each cell of the matrix in accordance with how 
near it 
% is to the cell in that row that includes the absolutely concordant 
items. 
% This function can compute a linear weights or a quadratic weights. 
% 
% Syntax:   kappa(X,W,ALPHA) 
%       
%     Inputs: 
%           X - square data matrix 
%           W - Weight (0 = unweighted; 1 = linear weighted; 2 = 
quadratic 
%           weighted; -1 = display all. Default=0) 
%           ALPHA - default=0.05. 
% 
%     Outputs: 
%           - Observed agreement percentage 
%           - Random agreement percentage 
%           - Agreement percentage due to true concordance 
%           - Residual not random agreement percentage 
%           - Cohen's kappa  
%           - kappa error 
%           - kappa confidence interval 
%           - Maximum possible kappa 
%           - k observed as proportion of maximum possible 
%           - k benchmarks by Landis and Koch  
%           - z test results 
% 
%           Created by Giuseppe Cardillo 
%           giuseppe.cardillo-edta@poste.it 
% 
% To cite this file, this would be an appropriate format: 
% Cardillo G. (2007) Cohens kappa: compute the Cohen's kappa ratio on a 
2x2 matrix.    
 
%Input Error handling 
global m f x w alpha 





    error('Warning: Matrix of data is missed...') 
elseif nu>3 
    error('Warning: Max three input data are required') 
end 
default.values = {[],0,0.05}; 
default.values(1:nu) = args; 
[x w alpha] = deal(default.values{:}); 
  
if isempty(x) 
    error('Warning: X matrix is empty...') 
end 
if isvector(x) 
    error('Warning: X must be a matrix not a vector') 
end 
if ~all(isfinite(x(:))) || ~all(isnumeric(x(:))) 
    error('Warning: all X values must be numeric and finite') 
end    
if ~isequal(x(:),round(x(:))) 





    error('Input matrix must be a square matrix') 
end 
if nu>1 %eventually check weight 
    if ~isscalar(w) || ~isfinite(w) || ~isnumeric(w) || isempty(w) 
        error('Warning: it is required a scalar, numeric and finite 
Weight value.') 
    end 
    a=-1:1:2; 
    if isempty(a(a==w))%check if w is -1 0 1 or 2 
        error('Warning: Weight must be -1 0 1 or 2.') 
    end 
end 
if nu>2 %eventually check alpha 
    if ~isscalar(alpha) || ~isnumeric(alpha) || ~isfinite(alpha) || 
isempty(alpha) 
        error('Warning: it is required a numeric, finite and scalar 
ALPHA value.'); 
    end 
    if alpha <= 0 || alpha >= 1 %check if alpha is between 0 and 1 
        error('Warning: ALPHA must be comprised between 0 and 1.') 
    end 
end 




if w==0 || w==-1 
    f=diag(ones(1,m)); %unweighted 
    disp('UNWEIGHTED COHEN''S KAPPA') 
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    disp(tr) 
    kcomp; 
    disp(' ') 
end 
if w==1 || w==-1 
    J=repmat((1:1:m),m,1); 
    I=flipud(rot90(J)); 
    f=1-abs(I-J)./(m-1); %linear weight 
    disp('LINEAR WEIGHTED COHEN''S KAPPA') 
    disp(tr) 
    kcomp; 
    disp(' ') 
end 
if w==2 || w==-1 
    J=repmat((1:1:m),m,1); 
    I=flipud(rot90(J)); 
    f=1-((I-J)./(m-1)).^2; %quadratic weight 
    disp('QUADRATIC WEIGHTED COHEN''S KAPPA') 
    disp(tr) 






global m f x alpha 
n=sum(x(:)); %Sum of Matrix elements 
x=x./n; %proportion 
r=sum(x,2); %rows sum 
s=sum(x); %columns sum 





km=(pom-pe)/(1-pe); %maximum possible kappa, given the observed 
marginal frequencies 
ratio=k/km; %observed as proportion of maximum possible 
sek=sqrt((po*(1-po))/(n*(1-pe)^2)); %kappa standard error for 
confidence interval 







z=k/sqrt(var); %normalized kappa 
p=(1-0.5*erfc(-abs(z)/realsqrt(2)))*2; 
%display results 
fprintf('Observed agreement (po) = %0.4f\n',po) 
fprintf('Random agreement (pe) = %0.4f\n',pe) 
fprintf('Agreement due to true concordance (po-pe) = %0.4f\n',po-pe) 
fprintf('Residual not random agreement (1-pe) = %0.4f\n',1-pe) 
fprintf('Cohen''s kappa = %0.4f\n',k) 
fprintf('kappa error = %0.4f\n',sek) 
fprintf('kappa C.I. (alpha = %0.4f) = %0.4f     %0.4f\n',alpha,ci) 
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fprintf('Maximum possible kappa, given the observed marginal 
frequencies = %0.4f\n',km) 
fprintf('k observed as proportion of maximum possible = %0.4f\n',ratio) 
if k<0 
    disp('Poor agreement') 
elseif k>=0 && k<=0.2 
    disp('Slight agreement') 
elseif k>=0.21 && k<=0.4 
    disp('Fair agreement') 
elseif k>=0.41 && k<=0.6 
    disp('Moderate agreement') 
elseif k>=0.61 && k<=0.8 
    disp('Substantial agreement') 
elseif k>=0.81 && k<=1 
    disp('Perfect agreement') 
end 
fprintf('Variance = %0.4f     z (k/sqrt(var)) = %0.4f    p = 
%0.4f\n',var,z,p) 
if p<0.05 
    disp('Reject null hypotesis: observed agreement is not accidental') 
else 






% Code for a posteriori based fusion of class maps at two different 
% resolutions 






% reading the probability rule images for four classes for coarse 
% resolution. the rule images were generated using a distance metric 









% converting the class probabilities into a posteriori, assuming class 
% priori probabilities to be equal 
for i=1:1:4 
    lb(:,:,i)=(b(:,:,i)./sum(b,3)); 
end 
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% resample the coarse resolution class maps to higher resolution 




% accouting for registration errors which were calculated by looking at 
% ground control points or distinct land features 





% getting the high resolution class maps using the min_dist function 
[maxa Ia]=min_dist(); 
  
% for each pixel, comparing the posteriori probabilities at both 






    for j=1:1:5000 
        if (Iab(i,j)==2); classi(i,j)=Ib2(i,j); end; 
    end; 
end; 
 
% plot the coarse resolution, high resolution and fusion based 
% classification results 
subplot(1,3,1); imagesc(Ib); title('CR time series'); hold on; 
subplot(1,3,2); imagesc(Ia); title('HR Multi-Spectral'); 
subplot(1,3,3); imagesc(classi); title('Fused classification'); 
